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ABSTRACT 
 

Frontal collisions involving motorcycles often results in 

front tire compression, rim deformation or fracture, and 

front fork tube deflection.  Researchers have sought 

definitive correlation between the extent of damage and 

motorcycle collision impact speeds [1] (Severy D, 

1970), [2] (Fricke L., 1990), [3] (Eubanks J, 1991), [4] 

(Adamson K, 2002), [5] (Deyerl E, 2008), [6] (Bartlett 

W, 2009), [7] (Frank T, 2012), and [8] (Bartlett W, 

2013).  Traditional methodologies typically involve 

measuring the shortening of wheelbase due to front fork 

tube deflection.  The current mathematical models 

comprise of a simple linear relationship between 

wheelbase and impact speed.  This paper proposes 

adapting bond graph modeling for this simple model and 

proposes more complete models that include both 

compliance (springs) and resistive (damper) 

characterization of the tire, wheel, and fork 

deformations.  The bond graph modeling method is 

capable of modeling individual detailed elements with 

their distinct properties for  stress/strain characteristics 

of steel versus alloy wheel rims and individual cases 

where resistance to damage changes due to contact 

between the displaced wheel and motor. Computer 

programs used to model motorcycle geometry, to 

generate bond graphs and the constitutive relationships 

include SOLIDWORKS, WORKING MODEL, 

SYMWISE 4D, CAMPG/MATLAB and SIMULINK.   

The ultimate objective is to develop an energy 

dissipation model capable of predicting motorcycle 

frontal impact collision speeds using measured post-

collision deformation of each damaged component.  The 

feasibility of the bond graph model is evaluated using 

full-scaled crash test data. 
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INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND 

 
Forensic engineers and traffic accident reconstruction 

experts have performed full-scale motorcycle crash tests 

in an effort to establish mathematical equations capable 

of predicting motorcycle collision impact speeds.  The 

current models rely primarily on the difference in 

wheelbase before and after the collision, often referred 

to as “wheelbase shortening,” “wheelbase change,” or 

“wheelbase reduction.” Fig. 1 illustrates the wheelbase 

change following a series of motorcycle crash tests 

performed by the California Association of Accident 

Reconstruction Specialists (CA2RS) and the authors in 

2017. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Wheelbase reduction following crash test 

 

The traditional model relies on the assumption of a 

linear relationship between the wheelbase change and 

collision speed.  Faster impact speeds results in fork 

deformations and hence more significant wheelbase 

change. In the Severy study, seven motorcycles 

impacted stationary automobiles using a system capable 

of delivering the motorcycle and dummy riders in a 

realistic manner.  The motorcycle impact speeds were 

20-mph, 30-mph, and 40-mph and the resulting overall 

wheelbase change varied from 4.7-inches to 13.0-

inches.  Figure-2 illustrates the simple linear regression 

model presented by [1] (Severy).  This model works 

reasonably well for a very narrow class of motorcycles, 

that is, only Honda motorcycles with steel rims and 
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simple fork designs were used.  It is worth noting the 

model does not account for energy dissipated by the 

damaged automobile, which, in this case, was impacted 

repeatedly during the crash testing, nor does the model 

consider the deformation of the motorcycle front rim.  

When the deformation of the front tire, wheel, steering 

pivot and motor are included in the damage 

measurements, the range of total damage of the 

combined components is up to 21-inches.  The 

controlled circumstances under which the Severy tests 

were performed provided a strong correlation (R2=0.97) 

between motorcycle impact speed and wheelbase 

change (see Fig. 2) for the narrow class of motorcycles 

tested and provided encouragement for further research 

in this area. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: linear relationship proposed by [1] (Severy 1970) 

 

A linear regression model of the Severy motorcycle 

versus automobile crash tests provides the equation: 

 

𝑉 = 2.35 ∗ ∆𝐿 + 8.6                              (1) 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
∆𝐿 𝑖𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  (𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠) 
𝑉 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑝ℎ) 

 

More recent mathematical models continue to assume a 

linear relation, but have not provided equally strong 

results, particularly for motorcycle versus automobile 

collisions [2, 3].  In 2002 Adamson, et al., [3] conducted 

seventeen motorcycle crash tests using 1989 to 1993 

model year Kawasaki KZ1000 retired police 

motorcycles.  Despite the similarity of the motorcycle 

design platforms, the motorcycle versus automobile 

tests did not result in a strong correlation (R2=0.47).  

 

Seven of the Adamson tests involved motorcycles that 

collided with concrete barriers at speeds between 10-

mph and 42-mph, resulting in wheelbase change of 1.13-

inches to 13-inches.  These tests (see Figure-3 “Barrier 

Impact”) resulted in a strong correlation (R2=0.87).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison of crash test results of Severy and 

Adamson Source [4] (Adamson 2002) 

 

A linear regression model of the Adamson motorcycle 

versus barrier crash tests results in the equation: 

 

𝑉 = 2.45 ∗ ∆𝐿 + 5.9                                     ( 2) 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
∆𝐿 𝑖𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠) 

𝑉 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑝ℎ) 
 

Using the wheelbase reduction measurement versus 

impact speed data from both the Severy and Adamson 

crash test data resulted in a relatively strong correlation 

(R2=0.89) and the following equation: 

 

𝑉 = 2.46 ∗ ∆𝐿 + 6.7                                         (3) 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
∆𝐿 𝑖𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠) 
𝑉 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑝ℎ) 

 

Our initial deployment of bond graph methods for 

reconstruction of motorcycle barrier equivalent speeds 

will rely on the data derived from the Severy and 

Adamson tests for verification.  Further bond graph 

models extend this work to include the damage absorbed 

by the front tire, the front rim, and the forks. In this 

paper, we attempt to go beyond the simple linear model, 

although we start there.  

 
I. BOND GRAPH MODELING OF 

MOTORCYCLE BARRIER TESTS 

 

For readers not familiar with the bond graph technology, 

refer to [10] (Karnopp D, Margolis D, Rosenberg R, 

2012) for a more detailed explanation of the notation 

presented in Table 2 and the constitutive laws of each 

element. The initial bond graph model used to represent 

the motorcycle crash tests is shown in Figure 4.  This 



 

 

method uses distinct symbols to represent the dynamic 

function of the physical components.  The compliance 

element (C) represents a spring, which by definition is 

an energy-storing element.  The inertia element (I) 

represents the mass (m) of the motorcycle, which is a 

kinetic energy storing element.  The resistive element 

(R) specifically represents the dissipation energy of a 

damper.   The source effort element (SE) is the driving 

force produced by the friction forces acting on the tires 

and the source of force element (SF) represents the 

barrier, which absorbs no energy and has zero velocity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4. Motorcycle barrier test bond graph 

 

The barrier, element (SF) has velocity value zero to 

indicate is stationary but could have values to indicate 

moving objects or collision with other vehicles.  The 

junction elements (1) and (0) represent connections of 

elements in the system needed in order to act as a 

dynamic system.  The (1) junctions are points where the 

velocities are common and the (0) junctions are 

elements that represent the relative velocities within 

elements of a system. We describe the basic constitutive 

relations of each element and the equivalent notation 

used in bond graph modeling and we compare to the 

more classical methods of describing each element 

constitutive relations.  These are shown in Table 2. 

 

Energy dissipation element (R) 

F = e = Force;    

v = f = Velocity 

b = R = Damping coefficient 

 

Potential energy storing element (C) 

F = e = Force 

v = f = Velocity 

x = q = Displacement 

1/C = k (stiffness) 

 

 

Kinetic energy storing element (I) 

              F = e = Force 

v = f = Velocity 

p = m dv/dt (momentum) 

m = mass 

 

The software CAMPG (Computer Aided Modeling 

Program with Graphical interface) enables us to draw 

the bond graph model on the screen using a CAD like 

envirornent.  CAMPG uses the model to generate the 

differential equations governing the system in symbolic 

first order form.  The software poduces a simulation 

model in source code form that is then processed in 

powerful simulation language, in this case MATLAB.  

CAMPG delivers the model in the form of “.m” files 

required by MATLAB or “.mdl” files require by 

SIMULINK.  The CAMPG graphical model for the 

system shown in Figure 5.  There is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the symbols of the bond graph 

and the physical elements of the system. 

 

The proposed model includes both the energy storing 

(C) and energy dissipating elements (R).  In [9] (Granda, 

J., Gloekler, 2016), describe how the inclusion of energy 

dissipation elements and modeling barrier equivalent 

speed for automobiles, improves the initial single spring 

models that have been commonly used since the 1960’s.  

Inclusion of energy dissipating elements more 

accurately models the collision dynamics while ensuring 

consistency with the laws of physics.  This improvement 

is possible largely due to access to modern computing 

power and marks a new era in reconstruction of vehicle 

barrier impact speeds.   This method can be used for 

motorcycle collision and the author’s present the 

approach in this paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: CAMPG Motorcycle crash into fixed barrier bond 

graph 

 

This model retains the flexibility of assuming the barrier 

(SF) is moving by simply assigning it the appropriate 

velocity.  In this model, the forces that contribute to the 

wheelbase change are the sum of those generated by the 

elements (R) and (C).  These forces are e5 and e6 and are 

summed at the (1) junction.  The internal forces and 

velocities in each part of the system are derived in the 

manner presented in [10] (Karnopp D, Margolis D, 

Rosenberg R, 2012). 
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Table 2: basic mechanical elements constitutive equations and their equivalence in bond graph notation 

 

 

II. CAMPG automated generation of 
differential and desired output 
equations 

 

Following the power flow (half arrows) and the causal 

strokes (cross bars) one can derive the differential 

equations and the desired output equations by hand or 

deploy the automated method provided by CAMPG. In 

this case, if e4 is the output, we the forces produced by 

the spring and damper. Here we illustrate the hand 

calculation approach and derive the equations for the 

output e4.  The force produced by the damper is e6 and 

that of the spring is e5.  

 

𝑒4 = 𝑒5 + 𝑒6                                      (4) 

 

𝑒4 =  
1

𝑐5
𝑞5 + 𝑓6𝑅6                (5) 

 

𝑓6 = 𝑓4 = 𝑓3 − 𝑓7 =  𝑓2 − 𝑆𝐹8 =  
1

𝐼2
𝑝2 −  𝑆𝐹8        (6) 

 

            𝑒4 =  
1

𝑐5
𝑞5 + (

1

𝐼2
𝑝2 −  𝑆𝐹8)𝑅6               (7) 

 

𝑒4 =  
1

𝑐5
𝑞5 +

𝑅6

𝐼2
𝑝2 −  𝑆𝐹8𝑅6                                    (8) 

 

Since in this case, the barrier is stationary, 𝑆𝐹8 is zero, 

so the forces that cause damage are: 

 

𝑒4 =  
1

𝑐5
𝑞5 +

𝑅6

𝐼2
𝑝2                       (9) 

 

𝑓4 =
1

𝐼2
𝑝2                (10) 

 

Where the notation q5 is the deformation and p2 is the 

momentum. These are the two state variables of the 

system and typically of the most interest. 

 

A. How does the bond graph model 
calculates the energy that causes collision 
damage 
 

The bond graph model enables determination of the 

power in each bond.  Since energy is the integral of 

power, we can establish the total energy the spring and 

damper stored and/or dissipated.  In order to calculate 

the amount of energy that caused damage, the product 

of forces x velocity is integrated.  Since e4f4 is the total 

power, the total energy is defined by: 

 

𝐸𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = ∫ 𝑒4 𝑓4𝑑𝑡 

                = ∫(
1

𝑐5
𝑞5 +

𝑅6

𝐼2
𝑝2) (

1

𝐼2
𝑝2) 𝑑𝑡               (11) 

 

CAMPG will evaluate this integral.  By defining the 

product of e4 and f4 as a new state variable, in this case 

damage energy as provided by equation (11).  MATLAB 

solves the differential and algebraic equations and 

performs this integration to evaluate the total energy that 

caused damage.  The total energy causing damage 

includes the entire motorcycle as a dynamic system, 

including the interaction of the individual parts.  This is 

distinct from the traditional single spring model first 

proposed by [13] (Emori 1968) for measuring 

deformation and relating them to equivalent barrier 

speed.  The author’s propose a paradigm shift away from 

the simple non-linear spring model to one that includes 

dissipative elements.  The authors first presented this 

ideology in [9] (Granda, Gloekler 2016).   
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In an effort to ensure consistency with more traditional 

models, the authors offer the familiar form of the 

integral that calculates the energy of deformation 

assuming the single mass, single spring model.  This 

expression is written in the familiar notation by 

substituting: q=x,  p=m�̇�,  R=b,  I=m,  1/C=k. 

 

𝐸𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = ∫(𝑘𝑥 +
𝑏

𝑚
𝑚�̇�) (

1

𝑚
𝑚�̇�)              (12) 

 
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒: 

 

𝐸𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = ∫(𝑘𝑥�̇� + 𝑏�̇�2)𝑑𝑡                        (13) 

 

In our model, Edamage is calculated by integrating the 

product of the variables (e4 and f4) on the bond graph 

representation, which allows for linear and non-linear 

stiffness (C) and dissipation elements (R). 

 

The significant conclusion is that after identifying the 

elements that store energy and those that dissipate 

energy, we can calculate the total energy of deformation 

by integration of the products of e’s and f’s on the 

elements involved.  Once the magnitude of the total 

energy is evaluated, it can be equated to the kinetic 

energy possessed by the vehicle at the onset of the 

collision, from which the motorcycle equivalent barrier 

speed is determined. 

 

B. Evaluation of momentum in the bond 
graph yields the impact speed. 
 

Computer simulation is a “forward process” as opposed 

to accident reconstruction, which is typically a “reverse” 

process.  The computer simulation enables calculation 

of the forces and velocities at every instant during the 

simulation.  Since the differential equations are an 

application of the law of physics, when they are applied 

to the motion a motorcycle, the state variables are solved 

in the simulation as well as the momentum, since the 

integration is the solution of the impulse momentum 

equations.  Such is the case here, where the state variable 

𝑝2 is known, which means 𝑝2 is mass of the motorcycle 

times its velocity.  Therefore, it follows that a specific 

deformation of the elements involved in the collision is 

related to the momentum of the motorcycle.  We divide 

the momentum from 𝑝2 in the simulation by the mass 

and the result is the velocity of the motorcycle at impact.  

Using the bond graph notation of Fig 5, we have: 

 

𝑝2 = 𝐼2.𝑓2   (14)  

  

Since CAMPG calculates all the internal forces and 

velocities, they can be displayed numerically or 

graphically. Since each velocity is related to a 

deformation, this model moves beyond a single element 

ideology and considers the vehicle a model where all the 

parts are involved in the dynamics of the collision, 

including the forks and the two wheels, which act as 

system rather than a single spring. 

 

III. PROGRESSIVE BOND GRAPH 
MODELS FOR MOTORCYCLES. 

 

A. MODEL A 
 

 
Fig. 6: Model A Motorcycle model with driver and 

suspension fork is rigid 

 

Going beyond the model of Fig 4, we consider a model 

along the roll axis, x-axis that includes the effect of the 

tire and the back suspension.  For this model, the fork is 

considered rigid.  This model was a step toward the final 

model, wherein the fork has stiffness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Bond graph model for motorcycle model with 

driver and suspension 

 

The bond graph building procedure outlined in [14] 

(Granda 2011) was used to generate the bond graph 

model of Fig. 7.  Experience in teaching bond graph 

modeling dictates that users generally develop better 

models when the underlying physics are understood.  

For this reason, Fig. 7 is presented to provide the reader 

the one-to-one relationship between the bond graph and 

the physical model. 



 

 

We performed numerous simulations and compared our 

model to the collision dynamics observed during crash 

testing.  This process enabled us to determine whether 

the model connections should be revolute joints, rigid 

joins or torsional stiffness joints.  We used Working 

Model 2D for this phase and considered the outcomes of 

each model.  There are many combinations but we 

decided to focus on an impact speed of 30-mph and 

compared the models on that basis, given the availability 

of full-scale crash tests at this speed. Fig. 8 is a snapshot 

of the Model A simulation (Fig. 6) taken at the instant 

of maximum engagement.  The stiffness and damping 

elements representing the front wheel assembly and 

suspension are fully compressed against the barrier. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Model at Maximum engagement 

 

This model resulted in compression of only the front 

tire, while the front forks remained rigid based on the 

joint selected.  Front fork stiffness was considered in 

subsequent models.  When preparing this model, we 

noted that the rider contacted the handlebars, which 

given the impact speed, it seems likely that this contact 

would likely result in rider injury. 

 

 

B. MODEL B 
 
In our next simulation, we added the wheels and added 

torsional stiffness between the forks and frame, thus 

resulting in a more realistic model.  Fig. 9 shows this 

model, which we will refer to as Model B. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Motorcycle Model B, added wheels and fork with 

torsional stiffness 

 

It is essential to understand the kinematic relations in 

order to create the detailed motorcycle model and it 

became apparent that the central body, upon which all 

other bodies depend, is the motorcycle frame/motor.  

Model B (Fig. 9) demonstrated this since prior to impact, 

the body moves only along the x-axis, yet upon impact, 

the motorcycle rotates about the pitch axis.  Following 

the SAE convention for vehicles, this would be the y-

axis, which in this case the angular velocity would be 

directed towards the right of the motorcycle and in this 

figure into the paper.  On impact, the motorcycle rotates 

counterclockwise and the rear wheel lifts off the ground, 

suggesting the existence of a vertical component of 

motion along the z-axis.  The vertical motion confirms 

the existence of two translations and on rotation in 

“plane motion” during the impact.  The appropriate bond 

graph will account for these three motions. 

 

Shown in Fig. 10 is a simple body subjected to 

translation on the x-axis and z-axis (vertical axis) and 

rotation.  Crash testing confirms that the angles involved 

in the motorcycle motion are large, so we cannot use a 

linearized model and therefore a complete plane motion 

model needs to be developed. For purposes of this 

derivation and for simplicity, we define x from left to 

right and y from bottom to top. 



 

 

 
Fig. 10: Body of the motorcycle is in “plane motion” 

 

At the two extremes, A and B, there are components of 

the velocity of these two points in the x-axis and on the 

vertical axis. 

 

The velocity at B would be 

𝑣𝐵𝑦 = 𝑣𝑦 + 𝑣𝐵cos 𝜃   (15) 

𝑣𝐴𝑦 = 𝑣𝑦 − 𝑣𝐴cos 𝜃   (16) 

𝑣𝐵 = 𝜔. 𝑏    (17) 

𝑣𝐴 = 𝜔. 𝑎    (18) 

 

Therefore calculating the components in the y direction 

𝑣𝐵𝑦 = 𝑣𝑦 + 𝜔. 𝑏 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃   (19) 

𝑣𝐴𝑦 = 𝑣𝑦 − 𝜔. 𝑎 cos 𝜃    (20) 

 

We can do the same for the x direction 

𝑣𝐵𝑥 = 𝑣𝑥 + 𝜔. 𝑏 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃    (21) 

𝑣𝐴𝑥 = 𝑣𝑥 − 𝜔. 𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃   (22) 

 

If we observe closely the four equations, we notice that 

the angular velocity 𝜔 is common. This means that a 

moment generated by forces in the x direction will rotate 

the motorcycle counterclockwise and if there is a force 

from the ground in the y direction, there will be a 

contribution force to rotate the motorcycle 

counterclockwise. 

 

Using these kinematic relations, we generate the 

following bond graph.  The velocities sum at the (0) 

junctions exactly as these kinematic relation dictate and 

the moments and forces sum at the (1) junctions. 

 

The bond graph for the y direction is shown in Fig 11 

and represent the equations (19) and (20).  The one for 

the x direction is shown in Fig 12. The graph of Fig 13 

represent all four equations (19) to (22). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 11 Bond graph in the y direction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 12: Bond graph in the x direction 

 
 
Fig. 13 Bond graph of body of motorcycle in “plane” motion 
 

The element I8 is the mass of the motorcycle in motion 

along the y-axis, I18 is the body of the motorcycle along 

the x-axis and I10 is the rotational inertia about the pitch 

axis. The remaining challenge is to create a bond graph 

of the motorcycle and join the other bond graph 

elements shown in Fig. 7 to complete the model.  The 

complete model will have suspension, front and rear 

wheels and a rider.  The bond graph of Fig. 14 joins all 

the elements to the body of the motorcycle. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                  Fig. 14: Complete motorcycle bond graph of Model B 

 
C. Impact  Test Results   

 

Model B barrier test simulation was done at 30-mph.The 

simulation result is shown in Fig 15. 

 

 
Fig. 15: 30-mph test Model B maximum engagement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 16: Real motorcycle test 

 

The motorcycle sustained damage to the front wheel and 

the forks and the wheelbase changed.  That is exactly 

what we see also on the real test shown in Fig 16. [18] 

(CA2RS testing). This model demonstrated that when 

the front wheel is compressed, there is another stiffness 

at the interface between the wheel and the engine and 

that the stiffness is the combination of wheel, the rim, 

tire and engine assembly.  All of these deform, some 

energy is lost and there is permanent damage.  The 

question that materializes is: Can we predict barrier 

impact speeds just by considering only wheelbase 

change? In many cases, it may be the only evidence 

available, but this model may have low fidelity and may 

lack scientific compatibility.  To address this question, 

we present a methodology to include these components 

into a computer simulation, which give us more detailed 

information beyond measuring wheelbase change.  It is 

worth continuing research in analyzing damage to the 

rims, forks, engine and other parts to have a clear idea 

on how to evaluate the energy lost during the collision.  

 

  
 

Fig. 17: Acceleration pulse for model B 

 

Computer simulations measure the variables of interest 

and keep track of position, velocity and acceleration at 

every instant in time.  Fig 17. demonstrates the results 

of the acceleration, as we might observe during a real 

test.



 

 

  

 

  

 

 
Fig. 18: Model C A, B, C, 30-mph test and D, E F, 40-mph test results 

 

 

D. MODEL C 
 

In this iteration, we studied another variation of the 

motorcycle model, which demonstrated the flexibility of 

bond graph modeling technique to add elements and 

more detail to the evolving model.  The level of 

complexity increases but not the effort in deriving the 

equations of the system and generating the appropriate 

“.m” files for MATLAB to simulate. 

 
Fig. 20: Model C with telescopic suspension and stiffness 

elements on the bottom to keep track of wheel base shortening 

and to account for the deformation of the tire-rim assembly and 

other structural parts that compress together with the engine 

base 

 

Model C considers the telescopic mechanism typical of 

motorcycle suspensions. We have made it easier to 

calculate the wheelbase change by monitoring the 

displacement on the bottom by keeping track of the 

position of the front wheel with respect to the engine 

assembly. The compression of this stiffness element is 

one of the state variables that can be monitored by 

plotting its values. 

 

If we observe the tests displayed on Fig 18 for Model C, 

we observe that these are consistent with real tests. Fig 

16. conducted by [18] (CA2RS tests 2017). The 

motorcycle shows the compresssion of the front tire with 

the engine and pitch of the body which is simulated by 

the bond graph model.   

 

IV. MODELING OF THE WHEEL RIMS 
 

Model C considers the telescopic mechanism typical of 

motorcycle suspensions. We have made it easier to 

calculate the wheelbase change by monitoring the 

displacement on the bottom by keeping track of the 

position of the front wheel with respect to the engine 

assembly. The compression of this stiffness element is 

one of the state variables that can be monitored by 

plotting its values. 

 

If we observe the tests displayed on Fig 18 for Model C, 

we observe that these are consistent with real tests. Fig 

16. conducted by [18] (CA2RS tests 2017). The 

motorcycle shows the compresssion of the front tire with 

the engine and pitch of the body which is simulated by 

the bond graph model. 

 

A very good reference we find in [14] (Ballo F., Mastinu 

G.,  Gobbi1 M, Previati G. 2016). They proposed to 

model the rim and tire as a body supported by springs all 

around the rim and ultimately they used finite element 

models to demonstrate their analysis.  Here we use that 

concept of a rim supported by springs but with the 

difference that it is a discretized model but represents 

the characteristics of a continuous model for the 

purposes of analyzing the contribution of rim 
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deformation and permanent damage unique to 

motorcycles. 

 

Here we present an alternative approach, which 

simplifies modeling the rim and allow us to use the bond 

graph modeling technique. We did many feasibility tests 

to see what physical elements ultimately represent a 

realistic model of the rim/tire assembly.  Fig. 21 shows 

a model composed of a set of curved links supported by 

stiffness elements. By controlling the stiffness of the 

supported elements, we represent not only stiffness of 

the spokes or radial shapes that make up the rims and the 

tire assembly.  In order to test that idea, a simple drop 

test was conducted as seen on Fig 22.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 21: Rim configuration made up of curved links 

 

We tested the characteristics of the mass spring model 

of the one shown in Fig. 21. and showed that the 

modified configuration can represent a real system.  

Such test is shown in Fig. 22. The plots illustrate the 

displacement of the center of the hub and the location of 

two of the centers of mass of the links.  The difference 

will give us the values of the rim deformation damage 

under the conditions tested.  In order to develop a bond 

graph model, we examine the kinematics of a couple 

links.  From the dynamics perspective, these links are 

bodies in plane motion and they experience translation 

up and down, forward translation and rotation.   Fig. 23 

displays the detailed kinematics model of the links. 

 

The rigid body in Fig 10 is in “plane motion,” two 

translations in x and y, and one rotation applied to the 

motion of the body of the motorcycle. 

 

  At the sides, points A and B, the velocities had 

components in x and y and the vector velocity at each 

one of these can be in any direction.  In Fig 23, we 

illustrate how the velocities of each of the ends of each 

link take directions and values consistent with the 

kinematics of a rolling wheel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 22.  Rim tire assembly drop test 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 23: Kinematic model of the wheel in motion 

 

This means that at the contact point of the tire with the 

ground, the velocity is zero.  At each of the ends of the 

links, the magnitude of the velocities is given by the 

cross product (𝜔 𝑥 𝑟), 𝑤ℎere 𝜔 .is the angular velocity 

and r is the distance. The cross product determines also 

the direction, as velocities are perpendicular to the 

vector r.  We see these in Fig 23.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 24: Bond graph model for a link and its two adjacent neighbors 

 

 

 

 

The links that make up the wheel, each individually are 

rigid bodies in plane motion.  Therefore the equations of 

the body of Fig 10. Apply to each of the links and the 

velocities at each end of the link shown in Fig 24 are 

those of velocities at point A and B in Fig 10.   This 

comparison is important is because our objective is to 

develop the bond graph for the entire wheel composed 

of eight links in our example. 

 

Since the kinematics of each link are represented by 

those of Fig 10, it follows that the bond graph developed 

and shown in Fig 14 for a rigid body in plane motion 

also applies to each of the links.  Developing the bond 

graph model for the entire set of eight links lead us to 

eight rigid bodies with their respective bond graphs like 

that shown in Fig 14.  Any pair of links would have two 

sets of rigid bodies and would have to be linked to all 

the stiffness element that maintains the shape of the 

wheel. Such pair of bond graphs would be like the ones 

shown in Fig 24.  

 

These can be used to generate a complete bond graph 

model of the rims by considering that each link has a 

bond graph model consistent with the plane motion 

equations expressed in equations (15) to (22), the entire 

bond graph model of the discretized rim can be 

generated 

 

The Ultimate goal to complete the model would be to 

consider that of Fig 25, which incorporates this concept 

of the rims, and the links model proposed on this paper 

to build the complete motorcycle. That is a subject to 

continue this exciting area of research.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 25: Incremental model to include details of rim 

deformation damage 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Reconstructing motorcycle collision speeds continues to 

be of interest to forensic engineers and the accident 

reconstruction and vehicle safety engineering 

communities.  To date, only simple linear regression 

models that consider wheelbase change versus impact 

speed have provided the basis for such analyses.  Bond 

graph models and modern computing simulation tools 

successfully recreate the collision.  Computer 

simulations can predict the impact speeds and they can 

be verified by matching the results with real evidence. 

The traditional linear regression models, however, lack 

consideration of the tire/rim deformation and the 

associated energy dissipated.  This may lead to 

underestimate the real impact speed because some 

dissipated energy is not quantified when measuring just 

the wheelbase change.  Future work will include more 

complex bond graph models that include further 

investigation into tire/rim deformation and the 

associated energy dissipation.  These complex models 



 

 

are expected to result in better convergence between 

crash test results and predicted speeds. 

 

During our many simulations, it was observed that the 

stiffness and damping of the driver’s arms influence on 

the outcome of the collision. What we observed is that 

strong arms combined with the change of forward 

momentum of the rider, will induce moments about the 

center of mass that influences the rotation of the 

motorcycle about the pitch axis.  We present this issue 

for discussion and further study. 

 

We have discussed the damage to the rim as a factor in 

the process of finding impact speeds.  This type of 

damage causes reflection on the concept of a single non-

linear spring model.  We invite readers to consider the 

scientific compatibility of this ideology.  Motorcycles 

typically crash with tires first and the rim deformation 

appears to be a major energy dissipating element.  

Automobiles have bumpers and manufactures consider 

what stiffness and energy dissipation element (damping) 

are appropriate for their design.  Motorcycles lack 

bumpers, but the rim and forks are, by definition, energy 

dissipating elements.  Springs, on the other hand, are 

energy-storing elements.  We invite open discussion 

regarding the appropriateness of a spring-only model to 

estimate vehicle barrier impact speeds.   
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